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RESIDENTIAL & BUSINESS ASSISTANCE PROGRESS
NDC has finalized review for the Residential Assistance Program and is sending
payments to providers for approved applicants this week and next. The Business
Assistance Program is finalizing the review and approval of remaining
applicants. NDC has sent two sets of invoices to DeSoto, and funding has been
released for grant awards in the first set of invoices. Landlords who are
unwilling to sign a grant agreement and participate will receive a direct check
along with a letter stating the program requirements. This is a final step to
ensure that applicants receive every possible chance to obtain grant assistance
from the City of DeSoto CARES funding.

APPLICANTS BY THE NUMBERS
PRE-APPLICATION SURVEY
1,025 TOTAL
679 RESIDENTIAL
346 BUSINESS
GEO-MAPPING TO DESOTO CITY LIMITS
700 TOTAL
500 RESIDENTIAL LOTTERY
200 BUSINESS LOTTERY
FINAL APPLICATIONS
328 TOTAL
227 RESIDENTIAL
101 BUSINESS

FINAL APPLICATION STATUS
RESIDENTIAL APPLICANTS
145 APPLICATIONS APPROVED
TOTAL AWARD $713,000
82 DISQUALIFIED
NONE UNDER REVIEW
BUSINESS APPLICANTS
50 APPLICATIONS APPROVED
TOTAL AWARD $421,000
43 DISQUALIFIED
7 STILL UNDER REVIEW
FOOD PANTRIES
4 APPLICATIONS APPROVED
TOTAL AWARD $76,000
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2020 LIGHT UP DESOTO AWARD WINNERS
Place 2
107 E. Lanett
Place 3
339 N. Polk Street
Place 4
1137 Shadywood Dr.
Place 5
440 Buckingham
Place 6
1728 Carriage Creek
Dr.
Place 7
1405 Armstrong

Mayor’s Choice - Place One
Kentsdale Farms
Neighborhood Entryway
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CULTURAL ARTS MASTER PLAN OVERVIEW
Over the span of about eighteen months
(August 2019 to October 2020) the
DeSoto Arts Commission guided by
Margie Reese with MJR Consultants led a
planning
process
to
discover
opportunities for further development of
the arts in DeSoto. Through this process,
Commissioners looked deeply at their
own operations, analyzed trends in the
field of arts management, and considered
the
City's
geographic
positioning
between the neighboring mega arts cities
of Dallas and Fort Worth. They reviewed
options for building a stronger arts and
cultural sector for DeSoto by envisioning
ways to embed creativity into the city's
comprehensive plan across other city
departments.
Throughout the planning period, the Commission focused on the idea of collaboration as
a key lever for boosting public participation in the arts. The planning process responded
to several key questions posed by members of the Arts Commission and DeSoto
residents, which frame the recommendations included in this plan. Key Questions: What
is the potential for the arts in DeSoto? How have like-sized communities developed their
arts sectors? What are some immediate steps the Commission can take to encourage
greater public participation in the arts? How might a strong arts community affirm
DeSoto's identity as a great American city? What can the DeSoto Arts Commission do to
increase the number of artists and arts organizations producing cultural programs in the
City? Where are the spaces and places that can invite the public to see that the arts are
readily available to audiences of all ages? These basic questions guided the public inquiry
phase of the planning process. Responses to these questions have led to some exciting
new ways to "Imagine DeSoto."
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CITY'S RESPONSE TO COMBATING COVID-19
Free COVID-19 testing and flu shots are
available at Ellis Davis Fieldhouse's drivethrough testing facility. Ellis Davis conducted
3,665 COVID-19 tests for the week. Dallas
County is reporting 2,736 total cases of
COVID-19. The number of affected residences
increased to 2,122 positive cases.

CITY OF DESOTO ANNUAL TOY DRIVE
The annual City of DeSoto toy drive has ended. All toys
collected by the Fire Department and the City will be
given out today, Friday, December 18, at Disciple
Central Community Church, which coincides with their
Christmas Food Giveaway. The event will start at 6:00
pm, 901 N. Polk Street, DeSoto, TX. For more
information about this event, please contact DC3
Church at (972) 224-9940.

NO WEEKLY UPDATE REPORT ON DEC. 25 & JAN 1
Due to the Christmas and New Year's holidays,
no Weekly Update Report will be provided on
Friday, December 25 or Friday, January 1.
Therefore, the next Weekly Update Report will
be available on Friday, January 8, 2021. Please
have a safe and blessed Christmas and New
Year!
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PARKS DEPARTMENT UPDATES
WINTER WONDERLAND EVENT

DeSoto Parks and Recreation and the
DeSoto Public Library hosted a
Winter Wonderland Event with Arts,
Crafts on December 12 at the DeSoto
Civic Center from 11:00 am to 3:00
pm. This event was free for ages
under 13. Santa, Mrs. Claus, and their
Elves were there to greet and
entertain guests.

CHRISTMAS LIGHTING DECORATING CONTEST

DeSoto Parks and Recreation kicked off it’s Christmas Lighting Decorating Contest on
December 17. Residents of DeSoto are encouraged to register and vote for neighbors
who showcases fabulous yard décor. Gifts will be given for the top five finishers.
Winners will be announced on December 21. If anyone is still interested in
participating in the contest, please send an e-mal before midnight tonight to
DMcGhee@desototexas.gov.

MOVIE NIGHT OUT

Tis the Season! Movie watchers got into the
Holiday Season by joining DeSoto Parks &
Recreation in a Movie Night Out. The night
started with the Christmas film, "Elf" staring
Will Ferrell and ended with a sell-out show of
the classic Christmas flick "Dr. Seuss' How The
Grinch Stole Christmas" starring Jim Carrey.
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DIVERSITY VENDOR BUSINESS & DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The City of DeSoto’s Diversity Vendor Business and Development Plans seeks to
reduce race- and gender-based barriers and to foster participation by minorityand women-owned businesses in contracting and procurement opportunities
with the City. The DeSoto City Council recently approved a Diversity Vendor
Policy to include minority and women-owned businesses (M/WBE), small
business enterprises (SBE), and historically underutilized businesses (HUB)
(collectively referred to as Diversity Vendors) to the greatest extent feasible on
the City’s construction, procurement, and professional services contracts.
On December 17, the City of DeSoto in partnership with the Cities of Duncanville,
Lancaster, and Cedar Hill participated in a virtual Diversity Vendor Workshop to
highlight purchasing opportunities for Diversity Vendors in the Best Southwest
region. DeSoto's Diversity Vendor Policy takes effect January 1, 2021 and includes
several goals for local Diversity Vendors. The Diversity Vendor Policy goals
include:
Increasing participation of Diversity Vendors by providing equal opportunity
for City construction, procurement, and professional service contracts.
Maintaining a listing of local and Diversity Vendors for routine City
professional services to distribute the lists among City departments for
consideration of non-competitive, informal, and formal bids.
Conducting outreach functions to communicate contracting and procurement
opportunities to Diversity Vendors.
Following all procedures set forth in the Texas Local Government Code
Chapter 252, for fair procurement practices.
Encouraging ongoing mutually beneficial relationships between general
contractors and Diversity Vendor subcontractors.
Directing DeSoto vendors for diversity certification to the Texas Comptroller
Office and the North Central Texas Regional Certification Agency (NCTRCA).
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DIVERSITY VENDOR BUSINESS & DEVELOPMENT PLAN
CONTINUED...
The City of DeSoto has a grant process to incentivize DeSoto businesses to become
qualified Diversity Vendors. Diversity Vendors with their main business address
within the City of DeSoto can receive reimbursement for the actual cost of their first
year of diversity certification. The reimbursement will happen upon presentation of
receipt of certification to the City's Purchasing Division. The grant will be for local
Desoto certified businesses only.
Additionally, being a DeSoto Diversity Vendor will increase exposure to City of
DeSoto's purchasing opportunities that may increase opportunities for additional
business revenue. Certified Diversity Vendors also receive additional privileges with
their membership through the NCTRCA, which includes attendance at business
trainings and seminars.
For more information, please contact the DeSoto Purchasing Division for assistance.

DESOTO CARE TEAM UPDATE
The CARE Team currently consists of four members with varying degrees of
experience to assist in channeling resources to citizens exhibiting signs of or have
been diagnosed with a mental illness. The CARE Team includes two DeSoto police
officers, one administrative assistant, and one victim assistance coordinator. The
CARE Team went live in October 2020 and has reviewed and processed 71 cases. Of
those cases, the team has 27 open/active cases and has been able to offer services to
ten clients.
The team has settled in to their new office space in the DeSoto Library. The contract
with Parkland for the clinicians and intern has been activated and Parkland is in the
process of hiring both. The team hit the ground running and has been busy working
with mental health clients that would normally interact with Police emergency
response reservices. The team also developed a diversion plan with Judge Kurth in
the DeSoto Municipal Court and continues to develop that program as well.

WEEKLY EVENTS & MEETINGS

DECEMBER 2020 - JAN 2021
22
16

05

29

PLANNING & ZONING
MEETING (IF NEEDED)

6:00 PM

SPECIAL VIRTUAL
COUNCIL MEETING

8:00 AM
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11

CITY COUNICL
VIRTUAL MEETING

5:30 PM

PARK DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION BOARD
MEETING

6:30 PM

19

CITY COUNCIL
VIRTUAL MEETING

6:00 PM
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